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Which are a suite of Excel-based analytic tools. DecisionTree is a top-down deterministic decision tree builder which allows you to develop your own decision trees. Among the features of this
application include that it enables you to work in the implementation of decision trees, the quality and accuracy of the data used, the result of the tree, and to choose whether to use a simple

regression or risk analysis to obtain the probability of a certain result. StochasticTree can be used to create your own stochastic trees. You can access a wide variety of data to build trees.
DecisionTools Suite covers Excel 2010 and Microsoft Project 2010 and allows you to perform decision-analysis which is used to forecast results of a project. This application includes what if type

sensitivity analysis, Monte Carlo analysis, and PrecisionTree for deterministic decision trees DecisionTools Suite includes three packages. RiskAnalyzer, RiskCalculator, and RiskAnalyzerExcel.
RiskAnalyzer is an Excel-based risk analysis and decision tools suite. RiskCalculator is a statistical probability analyzer which is used to calculate numeric values for a range of an outcome,

probability, or fuzzy set. We have included four RiskAnalyzer packages. First, we have RISK. This package is used to calculate, simulate, and compare risk. RISK is one of the most commonly used
applications used in decision-support tools. It consists of an extensive set of Excel functions used for risk calculations. All DecisionTools Suite products have been retooled for optimal performance
and presentation in the latest Windows 10 and Office 2016 environments. Weve also leveraged the power of ultra high definition displays to ensure that all DecisionTools graphs and reports look

better than ever. In addition, the user interface has been updated to improve usability, and the graphics user interface has been optimized for Retina displays.
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In addition to familiar Excel workbook interfaces, DecisionTools Software
provides a Web-based feature called Decisionserver that enables users to
move decision-making power from the office to the field. The Web-based

features include workflow management and budgeting modules to streamline
routine decision making, an e-mail interface to improve decision-support
communication, and a consistent and efficient decision-making interface.

Judging by how many DecisionTools Suites are in use around the world, more
than 30,000 people find it useful to make better decisions. Thats a broad base

of use, but to really understand how important DecisionTools has become,
ask any manager, decision-maker, consultant, or independent auditor who

needs to make critical decisions in a timely manner and ensure that the
decisions are informed. Theres no substitute for the expert advice that

DecisionTools provides. As a leader in decision-support software for more
than 30 years, Palisade is committed to providing the best decision-support
software tools to help professionals make decisions faster, better, and more
accurately. Palisade?s DecisionTools Suite empowers professionals to make
better decisions by providing the tools and knowledge that help people to
succeed, and make decisions more effectively and efficiently. It provides
decision support and data exploration, plus analytical tools, scenarios,

simulation, optimization, and other decision-making capabilities. Palisade?s
software solutions also are used for training, data mining, and analysis for a

variety of industries, including banking, oil and gas, mining, life sciences,
agribusiness, pharmaceutical, and energy. 5ec8ef588b
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